GyroSmart 4.3- Downhole surveying to the extreme

Flexit and Downhole Surveys (Australasian Help Centre) announce the arrival of the latest version 4.3 of the unique Flexit GyroSmart.

After thorough testing by our team of surveyors in the field with results far exceeding expectations, the GyroSmart is now being leased and sold to Mining & Drilling companies around the Asia Pacific region.

With the smallest and simplest memory today, unlike other Gyro Systems the GyroSmart requires no warm-up time or surface calibration other than a 3-minute roll check. The surface computer and GyroSmart are initialized through Bluetooth communication, sealed into an FRG40mm brass pressure barrel and run in and out of the hole on non-conductor cable. The survey time is considerably faster than any other Free Gyro System available today. A 500m drill hole can be surveyed in and out in 10m intervals in just over one hour.

A potential market that has emerged from the field trials is the surveying of drill holes in underground “conventional” drilling projects and also surveying inside RC drill rods. The option of leasing the GyroSmart kit systems on site helps to reduce downtime, increase productivity and reduce overall cost. GyroSmart utilizes re-chargeable onboard batteries for power and is easy to use on drill sites.

DHS is offering both rental and purchase packages for GyroSmart, in addition to the popular MultiSmart survey instrument. Ask for a GyroSmart test with the DHS-Flexit experts.

For more information, please contact DHS on 08 9250 1827 or 0427 880425, flexit@downhole.com.au
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